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1 Potential smart building attacks

Denial of service attack: Denial of service attack is used to shut down the targeted
machine or a network by flooding the junk request on the server [1]. For example If
in smart buildings air conditioning of data server room stops working than organization
can face huge loss and can also lead to ddos attack, Or server face lot of requests at the
same time than server will be busy on junk request and can not serve to the original
users which can also impact the reputation of an organization by restricting user access
to resources.

Table 1 shows a matrix for checking cyber maturity of smart buildings. It describes
about impact areas of smart building’s, possible breach incidents, cyber defence compon-
ents, preventative aspects.

Table 1: Matrix for checking cyber maturity of a smart buildings
Impact areas Cyber Breach in-

cidents
Cyber defence com-
ponents

Preventative as-
pects

Users failure in Systems Identity validation Access to fire sys-
tem (False alarm to
evacuate building)

Third party remote
access

Nuisance tech-
niques to life
threatening dam-
age

Security for end
point devices

Access to security
system (Unauthor-
ized access)

Physical access to
apps, networks and
connected devices

Malicious soft-
wares and virus
infections

Network security Access to commu-
nication network

Integration plat-
forms

Attack by unau-
thorized outsider or
fraud by staff

Data security Access to utility-
installed device

Communication
gateway

Unintentional
damage by third
part access because
there infrastructure
got compromised

Multi layer security Hijack BAS for
ransomware
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Improper access control: Improper access control can lead to very dangerous
attack because if granting access is not proper than any person can access anything and
which may lead to exposure of sensitive information.

Intrusion detection and prevention: Intrusion detection is a process of monitoring
malicious signs inside the network for predicting the incidents [2]. Moreover intrusion
prevention is used to stop the potential threats found by analyzing the network. So if
intrusion detection and prevention system is compromised than anyone can hack into
your smart buildings and can compromise your system and information.

Weak Encryption: If smart buildings are using weak encryption than anyone can do
man in middle attack while transmitting data and can decrypt the information because
encrypting technique is weak which will lead to exposure of sensitive information and can
also damage the reputation of an organization.

2 Matrix for checking smartness of smart buildings

Here is a matrix which checks about smartness of smart building by checking what are
the components present in that building and what is the impact of that component on
smart buildings in terms of smartness as well as security. Moreover according to impact
components is defined in three part low, medium and high.

Table 2: Matrix for checking smartness of smart buildings
Smart components Impact level on smart-

ness
Security impact

Fire Detection devices High (Fire detection
deal with human life)

High (False alarm can evacuate
whole building and attackers can
attack in that specific time)

CCTV High (It can help in
backtracking)

High (If CCTV is compromised
than attacker can monitor all
your activities and it will be diffi-
cult to backtrack)

Access control High (Only allow au-
thentic persons)

High (Attacker can easily get into
you infrastructure if access con-
trol gets compromised)

Command and control sys-
tem

Medium (System
transform actionable
data into real time)

Medium (False public announce-
ment can be made if system is
compromised)

Lightning control systems High (Helps to save
energy)

Low (Impact is low because light-
ning can impact the work in night
only and that for few minutes
only)

Elevator Low (Fast mode of
travelling between
different floors inside
building)

Low
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Smart components Impact level on smart-
ness

Security impact

Boiler Low (Helps to in-
crease the temperat-
ure of water )

Low

Databases High(Helps to main-
tain the data of an or-
ganization in an sys-
tematic way)

High (Data is the main asset for
every organization because it in-
cludes all the information about
the organization)

Generator High (Backup device
for providing energy
to an organization )

High (Organization can go un-
der DDOS attack if energy sup-
ply cut down and generator also
stops working)

Heating, Ventilation, Air
conditioning (HVAC)

High (Helps in main-
taining temperature of
an organization)

High (If air conditioning of data
server room stops working than
organization can face huge loss
and can also lead to ddos attack)

Network monitoring devices High (Helps in monit-
oring different activit-
ies)

High (Looks for malicious activ-
ities in an organisation and beeps
alarm if anything suspicious )

3 Smart buildings survey

Survey is filled by industry specialist who are currently working in smart building security
in Ireland. In addition to this survey suggestions also gives real world flavour to this thesis
from industry specialist inputs.

So here are some graphs from a survey filled by industry specialists of smart buildings
security.

Figure 1: Smart buildings considerations survey
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Figure 2: Smart buildings threats survey

Figure 3: Smart buildings mitigation’s survey
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Figure 4: Smart buildings potential surveys

Bar graphs give description about what do you consider as smart buildings, threats
to smart buildings, mitigation of those threats, and potential features for future smart
buildings.
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4 Internship Task Report
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